
From: Baxter Howard
To: dcscan@sheffield.gov.uk
Subject: FW: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
Date: 02 June 2016 14:57:35
Attachments: IKEA.msg

Please scan on to the application file 13/01682/FUL.
Thanks Howard
 
From: Skelton Richard 
Sent: 02 June 2016 12:48
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: Baxter Howard; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
See the attached on the attached??!
 
Please note I’m off at 3.30pm and not back until 22 June.
 
Dick Skelton
 
Please note that I normally work Wednesday, Thursday and Friday only.
 
Transport Planning
Howden House
Union Street
SHEFFIELD
S1 2SH
 
Tel:  0114 2736407
 
From: Johnson Helen (DEL) 
Sent: 02 June 2016 11:42
To: Skelton Richard
Cc: Baxter Howard; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: FW: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
Importance: High
 
Hi Dick,
 
I think you said at the meeting yesterday that you had copies of emails to WYG,
could you forward these to me please so that I can pass them on to WYG.
 
Thanks
 
Helen
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:42
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: Baxter Howard; terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; stephen.evans
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Thanks Helen,

mailto:/O=SHEFFIELD CITY COUNCIL/OU=SCC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HB90893
mailto:dcscan@sheffield.gov.uk
mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com

IKEA

		From

		Wheeldon Ian

		To

		Skelton Richard

		Recipients

		Richard.Skelton@sheffield.gov.uk



Please find attached a response I have just received from the transport consultants with regards to your note on potential cycle measures.


 


Have you any additional response you want me to pass on.


 


Thanks


 


Ian
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Technical Note 
 



 



PROJECT:  IKEA, Sheffield 



 



DATE: 13 January 2014 



 



SUBJECT: Response to Cycling Comments 



 



Introduction 



• This Technical Note has been prepared by WYG in response to the note received from Sheffield City 



Council (SCC) in regard to the provision of on and off-road cycling facilities in the area around the 



application site. 



 



• The comments are reproduced below for ease of reference with the WYG response note below. 



 



Cycle path link from Tinsley to NCN 67 across IKEA site frontage 



• Some existing controlled pedestrian crossings to be converted to Toucan crossings, appropriate signing 



and lining and the relocation of some street furniture. 



 



It is agreed that converting some appropriate existing crossing points to Toucan crossings could be 



beneficial for cyclists; however, specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is 



appropriate that IKEA provides funding towards these measures.  



 



• Along the site frontage the shared facility should become shared segregated allowing a clear minimum 



width of 4m in accordance with guidance. 



 



It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 



could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 



adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 



then this will be incorporated. Further discussion with SCC may therefore be required. 



 



• Some works will also be required within the J34S roundabout (the subways and their approaches are 



3m wide). 



 



Widening or otherwise altering the subways within the J34(S) roundabout would be prohibitively 



expensive and not of an appropriate scale of mitigation for the level of benefit that could be achieved. 



 



• Drop kerbs to allow access to the shared facility will be required at some locations. 
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It is agreed that this would benefit cyclists the on and off-road sections of the cycleway; however, 



specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is appropriate that IKEA provides 



funding towards these measures. 



•  A few redundant/ little used accesses will require ‘kerbing through’ with a drop kerb arrangement and 



give-way markings to the rear. 



 



Whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists, it is not considered appropriate for the applicant 



to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control. 



  



• The possible relocation of a bus shelter. 



 



It appears that this refers to the bus shelters on Sheffield Road bridging over the rail tracks. At a high 



level, an alternative location does not immediately present itself, and given the footway width, the 



better option, as regards cyclists, is to remove the shelters altogether. 



 



Sheffield City Council is in the best position to negotiate alterations to these shelters with the bus 



providers.  



 



• ‘Kerbing through’ the TGI egress with give-way to the rear of the footway. 



 



The proximity of the bridge parapet to the TGI Friday’s egress would appear to hamper right-hand 



visibility for drivers exiting the car park, should the vehicle give-way line be relocated in line with the 



back of footway. This proposed modification is not recommended furthermore it is not considered 



appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control.. 



 



• At the TGI access where the footway crosses the access road, provide a flat topped hump to footway 



level with give-way markings on the approach (this may require the relocation of a gulley). 



 



• Some footway works required at the access/ egress to the Murco PFS.  The egress is a little 



complicated as it is also an access/ egress for a local business.  This area will need some more 



consideration. 



 



For both points immediately above, whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists; it is not 



considered appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does 



not control. 



 



• The cycle facility should be taken behind the bus stop and shelter on the island at the Meadowhall 



Retail Park access/ egress. 
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This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 



widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 



 



• A short length of footway widening will be required on the opposite side of the road at Arena Square, 



to link in to the FWW. 



 



This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 



widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 



 



Link to proposed cycle facility at canal tow path 



• A Dutch Ramp arrangement on the existing pedestrian bridge over the tram and rail lines at the 



Meadow Hall Retail Park tramstop.   



 



Given the potential cost this is not considered to form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to 



the IKEA application. 



 



• Utilising the existing private bridge in the north-eastern corner of the IKEA site and then connecting to 



the canal tow path. 



 



There are numerous issues with this suggestion including landownership, maintenance liability and 



potential structural integrity of the bridge, the way in which a cycle path on the bridge would connect 



with the canal towpath and the overall cost of achieving this versus its usage. It is not considered to 



form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to the IKEA application. 



 



Five Weirs Walk at Weedon Street 



• Access to/ from the FWW, where it crosses Weedon Street, should be investigated bearing in mind the 



BRT proposals.  It should be possible to provide an on-carriageway facility to/ from IKEA with cycle 



lanes etc as appropriate. 



 



As there is no direct route between Weedon Street and IKEA, development traffic does not have a 



material impact on Weedon Street. Therefore this is not considered to form an appropriate element of 



the IKEA mitigation package. 



 



IKEA Site (based on Drawing No PL003 Rev. B) 



• As outlined in above, along the site frontage a shared segregated cycle facility should be provided 



allowing a clear minimum width of 4m in accordance with guidance – clearance will also be required 



between the carriageway of Sheffield Road and the adjacent cycle path. 



 



It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 



could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 
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adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 



then this will be incorporated. Further discussion is required. 



 



• The car park access to the east of the site.  The pedestrian (zebra) crossing points at the access/ 



egress to Sheffield Road should be raised to footway level with give-way markings on the approaches, 



giving pedestrians and cyclists clear right of way.  The pedestrian crossings within the car parking area 



would also benefit from a similar treatment and help reduce speeds and increase pedestrian and driver 



safety and convenience. 



 



Whilst this is a detail design issue, this can be accommodated notwithstanding any design issues that 



may be identified at detailed design stage. 



 



• The interaction of the bus stop and shelter with the cycle path will need some consideration. 



 



The footway width is approximately 5.5m in this location, this should be sufficient to allow a cycle lane 



to pass the bus stop and shelter. 



 



• The lift and stair core from Sheffield Road.  It is not clear if there is any access from here to the car 



park and should it exist, whether this is suitable for (dismounted) cyclists to use.  If there is no access 



to the undercroft car park here, then it appears that in order for staff and customers to access the cycle 



parking they will have to cycle a tortuous route through the car park (with many turning and reversing 



manoeuvres taking place).  This is not good, safe, practice and will discourage cycle use.  Cycle access 



to the car parking should be provided and signed from Sheffield Road.  If this is not possible the shared 



segregated cycle facility should be continued along Lock House Road and into the car park.  The wide 



pedestrian area can then be shared to access the cycle parking areas. 



 



Access to the cycle parking stands within the car park from Sheffield Road is possible via the pedestrian 



/ cycle ramp to the west of the entrance area and steps on Sheffield Road. 



 



• Home Delivery Yard access.  A lorry waiting to access this area will block the footway.  The gates 



should be set back to ensure that this does not occur.  The radius entrance should be replaced with a 



drop kerb arrangement and give-way markings to the rear of the footway crossing, giving pedestrians 



(and cyclists clear right of way.   



 



The entrance to the Home delivery yard will be open at all times that the yard is operational and 



therefore lorries will not need to wait to access the yard. This point is therefore not valid as blocking of 



the footway will not occur. 



 



• Access to the car parking area behind Aldi on Lock House Road.  This again should be given pedestrian/ 



cycle priority in a similar manner to the above. 
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This area of land is outwith the ownership of IKEA or local highway authority and therefore not within 



the ability of the development scheme to deliver 



 



• Signalised junction of Lock House Road/ Sheffield Road / Weedon Street. All the controlled pedestrian 



crossings should be converted to toucans with drop kerbs at appropriate locations to facilitate (1) 



above, to allow cycle access to the store from all directions together with other manoeuvres made 



worse for cyclists as a result of the new junction arrangements.  This will also require short lengths of 



shared pedestrian/ cycle facilities along various footways around the junction. 



 



IKEA would consider the implementation of Toucan crossings along the east-west corridor of Sheffield 



Road as part of the construction of the IKEA site access. This provides the most appropriate cycle 



facilities to link with Sheffield City Council’s suggested cycle corridor and integrates with the combined 



cycle/footway across the IKEA site frontage.  



 



• The ‘slip’ road between Sheffield Road and Carbrook Hall Road (the left turn outbound before Weedon 



Street) seems to serve little purpose in the new junction layout.  Perhaps this should be closed up to 



the car park egress point?  This would remove the need for a (further) controlled pedestrian crossing 



and make the area a little more pedestrian/ cycle friendly.  



 



The removal of this link is not considered an appropriate measure as the alteration does not produce a 



significant enough benefit to outweigh the cost involved. 



 



• The controlled crossings and linking footways at Lock House Road and Weedon Street. Vis:  get off the 



bus at the inbound bus lay-by, walk round the corner to press a button.  Walk back on yourself and 



along the footway turn right to press a button, turn left and walk back on yourself again, press a 



button, walk back on yourself again.  Ditto across Weedon Street.  Pedestrians will simply island hop in 



a straight line – it happens now.  The pedestrian islands all seem wide enough to allow direct crossings 



without the need for the staggers. It also seems possible to allow pedestrians to cross more on their 



desire lines and not have crossings at right angles to the kerb.  Allowing pedestrians to not cross at 



right angles appears to be acceptable in the middle of the junction.  Pedestrians don’t necessarily need 



to cross the carriageway over the shortest distance – most will take the shortest route instead. 



 



The staggered crossings are required to maximise the efficiency of the junction, i.e. pedestrians can 



cross in some areas while traffic is moving in others. Pedestrian guard rails can be installed to prevent 



‘island-hopping’. 



 



 



DISTRIBUTION: Ian Wheeldon (SCC), Paul Jacobs (IKEA) 



 














 
Could you please provide the documents Dick referred to in the meeting, as we are unable to
find any specific requirement in the Section 106 or planning conditions for a segregated
cycleway on the Southern side.
Whilst I understand SCC may consider it appropriate for the segregated 4.5m cycleway, this will
have a major impact on the store layout at this late stage and will be on IKEA owned land. It will
also overrun areas of retaining wall and pile capped foundations.
I have attached a drawing showing the extents of the proposed 4.5m cycleway - Could you
confirm if the attached is a correct representation of Dick’s proposals? And highlight the
additional requests mentioned below?
 
I would also like to further express my concerns on the location of this proposed segregated
cycleway and the conflict it will create with the store vehicle access and pedestrian entrance.
 
The final agreement of this cycle route is obviously critical, as we are unable to commission the
safety audit until this has been finalised.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409

www.wyg.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WYG Environment Planning Transport Limited. Registered in England number: 3050297. Registered Office: Arndale Court, Otley
Road, Headingley, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS6 2UJ VAT No: 431-0326-08

 
 
From: Johnson Helen (DEL) [mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:14
To: nathan.summers
Cc: Baxter Howard
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Nathan,
 
Further to our conversation earlier I would advise that I have been asked to
request further consideration of the proposed cycle track provision in line with the
comments made by Dick Skelton at our meeting of 25th May.
 
From the discussion that has been held today I am advised that it is considered

http://www.wyg.com/
http://www.wyg.com/awards
https://twitter.com/wyggroup
http://www.linkedin.com/company/wyg-group
mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk


appropriate for the footway / cycle track along the Ikea frontage to be a
segregated facility which should have a width of 4.5m. The length of footway from
Vulcan Road to the Ikea site boundary would have to be converted to a shared
facility as would the length from the Ikea site (Lock House Road junction) to Arena
Square. I can confirm that it is appreciated that compromises will have to be made
due to the constraints of the highway.
 
Finally I would like to apologise for the late notice of these requirements and any
problems this will cause.
 
Some of the other items mentioned in your email require information from other
colleagues which I will forward to you by the end of this week at the latest.
 
Regards
 
Helen
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 27 May 2016 16:21
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Helen,
 
Following our meeting on Wednesday, we have now produced an indicative layout for the
cycleway proposals on the Northern side of Sheffield Road.
As discussed, we have always been under the impression the cycle facilities would be provided
on this side to tie in with the existing cycle network - At this late stage of the project it is
difficult for us to try and address all of Dick’s concerns, especially with the constraints of the
highway boundary.
 
Following confirmation from the architect, there is no scope to widen the 3.0m footway
provided in front of store. We also feel a cycle route here will clash with traffic using the left
in/out in and with customers at the store entrance.
I can also confirm we will be providing Toucan crossing facilities at the Lock House Road
junction.
 
I’m happy for you to issue to Dick Skelton directly and for him to contact myself or Terry should
he like to discuss further.
 
Furthermore, following the meeting, I was hoping you could provide us with the following
information;

·         Details of SCC monotorium dates and restrictions for TM, so they can be included in
tender/specification.

·         A contact for Sheffield Arena events coordination – preferred contractor should liaise
directly as proposed events increase as we approach Christmas period.

·         Confirmation from SCC on phase 2 cycle improvements from Next up to Mercedes.
·         Weedon Street - where the closed road is being landscaped, what are SCC

requirements? Breakout the old road or simply puncture it? Seeded or turfed?

mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com


·         Confirmation to WYG and HE over the tiger tail requirements at the motorway junction
- I believe all parties agreed it was not required at opening, but there were conditions
relating to the timescales and costs required in the S106.

·         Confirmation on the exact bond figure
 
I trust the above if self explanatory, but please let me know if you would like to discuss further.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409

www.wyg.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WYG Environment Planning Transport Limited. Registered in England number: 3050297. Registered Office: Arndale Court, Otley
Road, Headingley, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS6 2UJ VAT No: 431-0326-08

 
 

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the recipient. If you are not the recipient you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail
from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of
this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

This Email, and any attachments, may contain non-public information and is intended
solely for the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain sensitive or protectively
marked material and should be handled accordingly. If this Email has been misdirected,
please notify the author immediately. If you are not the intended recipient you must not
disclose, distribute, copy, print or rely on any of the information contained in it or
attached, and all copies must be deleted immediately. Whilst we take reasonable steps to
try to identify any software viruses, any attachments to this Email may nevertheless
contain viruses which our anti-virus software has failed to identify. You should therefore
carry out your own anti-virus checks before opening any documents. Sheffield City
Council will not accept any liability for damage caused by computer viruses emanating
from any attachment or other document supplied with this e-mail

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the recipient. If you are not the recipient you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail
from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of
this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

http://www.wyg.com/
http://www.wyg.com/awards
https://twitter.com/wyggroup
http://www.linkedin.com/company/wyg-group


From: Baxter Howard
To: dcscan@sheffield.gov.uk
Subject: FW: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
Date: 02 June 2016 14:57:35
Attachments: IKEA.msg

Please scan on to the application file 13/01682/FUL.
Thanks Howard
 
From: Skelton Richard 
Sent: 02 June 2016 12:48
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: Baxter Howard; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
See the attached on the attached??!
 
Please note I’m off at 3.30pm and not back until 22 June.
 
Dick Skelton
 
Please note that I normally work Wednesday, Thursday and Friday only.
 
Transport Planning
Howden House
Union Street
SHEFFIELD
S1 2SH
 
Tel:  0114 2736407
 
From: Johnson Helen (DEL) 
Sent: 02 June 2016 11:42
To: Skelton Richard
Cc: Baxter Howard; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: FW: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
Importance: High
 
Hi Dick,
 
I think you said at the meeting yesterday that you had copies of emails to WYG,
could you forward these to me please so that I can pass them on to WYG.
 
Thanks
 
Helen
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:42
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: Baxter Howard; terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; stephen.evans
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Thanks Helen,

mailto:/O=SHEFFIELD CITY COUNCIL/OU=SCC/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HB90893
mailto:dcscan@sheffield.gov.uk
mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com

IKEA

		From

		Wheeldon Ian

		To

		Skelton Richard

		Recipients

		Richard.Skelton@sheffield.gov.uk



Please find attached a response I have just received from the transport consultants with regards to your note on potential cycle measures.


 


Have you any additional response you want me to pass on.


 


Thanks


 


Ian
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PROJECT:  IKEA, Sheffield 



 



DATE: 13 January 2014 



 



SUBJECT: Response to Cycling Comments 



 



Introduction 



• This Technical Note has been prepared by WYG in response to the note received from Sheffield City 



Council (SCC) in regard to the provision of on and off-road cycling facilities in the area around the 



application site. 



 



• The comments are reproduced below for ease of reference with the WYG response note below. 



 



Cycle path link from Tinsley to NCN 67 across IKEA site frontage 



• Some existing controlled pedestrian crossings to be converted to Toucan crossings, appropriate signing 



and lining and the relocation of some street furniture. 



 



It is agreed that converting some appropriate existing crossing points to Toucan crossings could be 



beneficial for cyclists; however, specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is 



appropriate that IKEA provides funding towards these measures.  



 



• Along the site frontage the shared facility should become shared segregated allowing a clear minimum 



width of 4m in accordance with guidance. 



 



It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 



could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 



adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 



then this will be incorporated. Further discussion with SCC may therefore be required. 



 



• Some works will also be required within the J34S roundabout (the subways and their approaches are 



3m wide). 



 



Widening or otherwise altering the subways within the J34(S) roundabout would be prohibitively 



expensive and not of an appropriate scale of mitigation for the level of benefit that could be achieved. 



 



• Drop kerbs to allow access to the shared facility will be required at some locations. 
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It is agreed that this would benefit cyclists the on and off-road sections of the cycleway; however, 



specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is appropriate that IKEA provides 



funding towards these measures. 



•  A few redundant/ little used accesses will require ‘kerbing through’ with a drop kerb arrangement and 



give-way markings to the rear. 



 



Whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists, it is not considered appropriate for the applicant 



to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control. 



  



• The possible relocation of a bus shelter. 



 



It appears that this refers to the bus shelters on Sheffield Road bridging over the rail tracks. At a high 



level, an alternative location does not immediately present itself, and given the footway width, the 



better option, as regards cyclists, is to remove the shelters altogether. 



 



Sheffield City Council is in the best position to negotiate alterations to these shelters with the bus 



providers.  



 



• ‘Kerbing through’ the TGI egress with give-way to the rear of the footway. 



 



The proximity of the bridge parapet to the TGI Friday’s egress would appear to hamper right-hand 



visibility for drivers exiting the car park, should the vehicle give-way line be relocated in line with the 



back of footway. This proposed modification is not recommended furthermore it is not considered 



appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control.. 



 



• At the TGI access where the footway crosses the access road, provide a flat topped hump to footway 



level with give-way markings on the approach (this may require the relocation of a gulley). 



 



• Some footway works required at the access/ egress to the Murco PFS.  The egress is a little 



complicated as it is also an access/ egress for a local business.  This area will need some more 



consideration. 



 



For both points immediately above, whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists; it is not 



considered appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does 



not control. 



 



• The cycle facility should be taken behind the bus stop and shelter on the island at the Meadowhall 



Retail Park access/ egress. 
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This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 



widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 



 



• A short length of footway widening will be required on the opposite side of the road at Arena Square, 



to link in to the FWW. 



 



This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 



widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 



 



Link to proposed cycle facility at canal tow path 



• A Dutch Ramp arrangement on the existing pedestrian bridge over the tram and rail lines at the 



Meadow Hall Retail Park tramstop.   



 



Given the potential cost this is not considered to form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to 



the IKEA application. 



 



• Utilising the existing private bridge in the north-eastern corner of the IKEA site and then connecting to 



the canal tow path. 



 



There are numerous issues with this suggestion including landownership, maintenance liability and 



potential structural integrity of the bridge, the way in which a cycle path on the bridge would connect 



with the canal towpath and the overall cost of achieving this versus its usage. It is not considered to 



form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to the IKEA application. 



 



Five Weirs Walk at Weedon Street 



• Access to/ from the FWW, where it crosses Weedon Street, should be investigated bearing in mind the 



BRT proposals.  It should be possible to provide an on-carriageway facility to/ from IKEA with cycle 



lanes etc as appropriate. 



 



As there is no direct route between Weedon Street and IKEA, development traffic does not have a 



material impact on Weedon Street. Therefore this is not considered to form an appropriate element of 



the IKEA mitigation package. 



 



IKEA Site (based on Drawing No PL003 Rev. B) 



• As outlined in above, along the site frontage a shared segregated cycle facility should be provided 



allowing a clear minimum width of 4m in accordance with guidance – clearance will also be required 



between the carriageway of Sheffield Road and the adjacent cycle path. 



 



It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 



could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 
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adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 



then this will be incorporated. Further discussion is required. 



 



• The car park access to the east of the site.  The pedestrian (zebra) crossing points at the access/ 



egress to Sheffield Road should be raised to footway level with give-way markings on the approaches, 



giving pedestrians and cyclists clear right of way.  The pedestrian crossings within the car parking area 



would also benefit from a similar treatment and help reduce speeds and increase pedestrian and driver 



safety and convenience. 



 



Whilst this is a detail design issue, this can be accommodated notwithstanding any design issues that 



may be identified at detailed design stage. 



 



• The interaction of the bus stop and shelter with the cycle path will need some consideration. 



 



The footway width is approximately 5.5m in this location, this should be sufficient to allow a cycle lane 



to pass the bus stop and shelter. 



 



• The lift and stair core from Sheffield Road.  It is not clear if there is any access from here to the car 



park and should it exist, whether this is suitable for (dismounted) cyclists to use.  If there is no access 



to the undercroft car park here, then it appears that in order for staff and customers to access the cycle 



parking they will have to cycle a tortuous route through the car park (with many turning and reversing 



manoeuvres taking place).  This is not good, safe, practice and will discourage cycle use.  Cycle access 



to the car parking should be provided and signed from Sheffield Road.  If this is not possible the shared 



segregated cycle facility should be continued along Lock House Road and into the car park.  The wide 



pedestrian area can then be shared to access the cycle parking areas. 



 



Access to the cycle parking stands within the car park from Sheffield Road is possible via the pedestrian 



/ cycle ramp to the west of the entrance area and steps on Sheffield Road. 



 



• Home Delivery Yard access.  A lorry waiting to access this area will block the footway.  The gates 



should be set back to ensure that this does not occur.  The radius entrance should be replaced with a 



drop kerb arrangement and give-way markings to the rear of the footway crossing, giving pedestrians 



(and cyclists clear right of way.   



 



The entrance to the Home delivery yard will be open at all times that the yard is operational and 



therefore lorries will not need to wait to access the yard. This point is therefore not valid as blocking of 



the footway will not occur. 



 



• Access to the car parking area behind Aldi on Lock House Road.  This again should be given pedestrian/ 



cycle priority in a similar manner to the above. 
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This area of land is outwith the ownership of IKEA or local highway authority and therefore not within 



the ability of the development scheme to deliver 



 



• Signalised junction of Lock House Road/ Sheffield Road / Weedon Street. All the controlled pedestrian 



crossings should be converted to toucans with drop kerbs at appropriate locations to facilitate (1) 



above, to allow cycle access to the store from all directions together with other manoeuvres made 



worse for cyclists as a result of the new junction arrangements.  This will also require short lengths of 



shared pedestrian/ cycle facilities along various footways around the junction. 



 



IKEA would consider the implementation of Toucan crossings along the east-west corridor of Sheffield 



Road as part of the construction of the IKEA site access. This provides the most appropriate cycle 



facilities to link with Sheffield City Council’s suggested cycle corridor and integrates with the combined 



cycle/footway across the IKEA site frontage.  



 



• The ‘slip’ road between Sheffield Road and Carbrook Hall Road (the left turn outbound before Weedon 



Street) seems to serve little purpose in the new junction layout.  Perhaps this should be closed up to 



the car park egress point?  This would remove the need for a (further) controlled pedestrian crossing 



and make the area a little more pedestrian/ cycle friendly.  



 



The removal of this link is not considered an appropriate measure as the alteration does not produce a 



significant enough benefit to outweigh the cost involved. 



 



• The controlled crossings and linking footways at Lock House Road and Weedon Street. Vis:  get off the 



bus at the inbound bus lay-by, walk round the corner to press a button.  Walk back on yourself and 



along the footway turn right to press a button, turn left and walk back on yourself again, press a 



button, walk back on yourself again.  Ditto across Weedon Street.  Pedestrians will simply island hop in 



a straight line – it happens now.  The pedestrian islands all seem wide enough to allow direct crossings 



without the need for the staggers. It also seems possible to allow pedestrians to cross more on their 



desire lines and not have crossings at right angles to the kerb.  Allowing pedestrians to not cross at 



right angles appears to be acceptable in the middle of the junction.  Pedestrians don’t necessarily need 



to cross the carriageway over the shortest distance – most will take the shortest route instead. 



 



The staggered crossings are required to maximise the efficiency of the junction, i.e. pedestrians can 



cross in some areas while traffic is moving in others. Pedestrian guard rails can be installed to prevent 



‘island-hopping’. 



 



 



DISTRIBUTION: Ian Wheeldon (SCC), Paul Jacobs (IKEA) 



 














 
Could you please provide the documents Dick referred to in the meeting, as we are unable to
find any specific requirement in the Section 106 or planning conditions for a segregated
cycleway on the Southern side.
Whilst I understand SCC may consider it appropriate for the segregated 4.5m cycleway, this will
have a major impact on the store layout at this late stage and will be on IKEA owned land. It will
also overrun areas of retaining wall and pile capped foundations.
I have attached a drawing showing the extents of the proposed 4.5m cycleway - Could you
confirm if the attached is a correct representation of Dick’s proposals? And highlight the
additional requests mentioned below?
 
I would also like to further express my concerns on the location of this proposed segregated
cycleway and the conflict it will create with the store vehicle access and pedestrian entrance.
 
The final agreement of this cycle route is obviously critical, as we are unable to commission the
safety audit until this has been finalised.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409
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From: Johnson Helen (DEL) [mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:14
To: nathan.summers
Cc: Baxter Howard
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Nathan,
 
Further to our conversation earlier I would advise that I have been asked to
request further consideration of the proposed cycle track provision in line with the
comments made by Dick Skelton at our meeting of 25th May.
 
From the discussion that has been held today I am advised that it is considered

http://www.wyg.com/
http://www.wyg.com/awards
https://twitter.com/wyggroup
http://www.linkedin.com/company/wyg-group
mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk


appropriate for the footway / cycle track along the Ikea frontage to be a
segregated facility which should have a width of 4.5m. The length of footway from
Vulcan Road to the Ikea site boundary would have to be converted to a shared
facility as would the length from the Ikea site (Lock House Road junction) to Arena
Square. I can confirm that it is appreciated that compromises will have to be made
due to the constraints of the highway.
 
Finally I would like to apologise for the late notice of these requirements and any
problems this will cause.
 
Some of the other items mentioned in your email require information from other
colleagues which I will forward to you by the end of this week at the latest.
 
Regards
 
Helen
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 27 May 2016 16:21
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Helen,
 
Following our meeting on Wednesday, we have now produced an indicative layout for the
cycleway proposals on the Northern side of Sheffield Road.
As discussed, we have always been under the impression the cycle facilities would be provided
on this side to tie in with the existing cycle network - At this late stage of the project it is
difficult for us to try and address all of Dick’s concerns, especially with the constraints of the
highway boundary.
 
Following confirmation from the architect, there is no scope to widen the 3.0m footway
provided in front of store. We also feel a cycle route here will clash with traffic using the left
in/out in and with customers at the store entrance.
I can also confirm we will be providing Toucan crossing facilities at the Lock House Road
junction.
 
I’m happy for you to issue to Dick Skelton directly and for him to contact myself or Terry should
he like to discuss further.
 
Furthermore, following the meeting, I was hoping you could provide us with the following
information;

·         Details of SCC monotorium dates and restrictions for TM, so they can be included in
tender/specification.

·         A contact for Sheffield Arena events coordination – preferred contractor should liaise
directly as proposed events increase as we approach Christmas period.

·         Confirmation from SCC on phase 2 cycle improvements from Next up to Mercedes.
·         Weedon Street - where the closed road is being landscaped, what are SCC

requirements? Breakout the old road or simply puncture it? Seeded or turfed?

mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com


·         Confirmation to WYG and HE over the tiger tail requirements at the motorway junction
- I believe all parties agreed it was not required at opening, but there were conditions
relating to the timescales and costs required in the S106.

·         Confirmation on the exact bond figure
 
I trust the above if self explanatory, but please let me know if you would like to discuss further.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409
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This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the recipient. If you are not the recipient you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail
from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of
this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version.

This Email, and any attachments, may contain non-public information and is intended
solely for the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. It may contain sensitive or protectively
marked material and should be handled accordingly. If this Email has been misdirected,
please notify the author immediately. If you are not the intended recipient you must not
disclose, distribute, copy, print or rely on any of the information contained in it or
attached, and all copies must be deleted immediately. Whilst we take reasonable steps to
try to identify any software viruses, any attachments to this Email may nevertheless
contain viruses which our anti-virus software has failed to identify. You should therefore
carry out your own anti-virus checks before opening any documents. Sheffield City
Council will not accept any liability for damage caused by computer viruses emanating
from any attachment or other document supplied with this e-mail
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From: Baxter Howard
To: dcscan@sheffield.gov.uk
Subject: FW: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
Date: 02 June 2016 14:58:59
Attachments: A094197_SK004 A - Cycle Route Options.pdf

Please scan on to 13/01682/FUL
Thanks Howard
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:42
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: Baxter Howard; terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; stephen.evans
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Thanks Helen,
 
Could you please provide the documents Dick referred to in the meeting, as we are unable to
find any specific requirement in the Section 106 or planning conditions for a segregated
cycleway on the Southern side.
Whilst I understand SCC may consider it appropriate for the segregated 4.5m cycleway, this will
have a major impact on the store layout at this late stage and will be on IKEA owned land. It will
also overrun areas of retaining wall and pile capped foundations.
I have attached a drawing showing the extents of the proposed 4.5m cycleway - Could you
confirm if the attached is a correct representation of Dick’s proposals? And highlight the
additional requests mentioned below?
 
I would also like to further express my concerns on the location of this proposed segregated
cycleway and the conflict it will create with the store vehicle access and pedestrian entrance.
 
The final agreement of this cycle route is obviously critical, as we are unable to commission the
safety audit until this has been finalised.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409
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NOTE: HIGHWAY BOUNDARY SHOWN
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PROPOSED HIGHWAY BOUNDARY


N O T E S :


GENERAL


1. Do not scale from this drawing.


2. All dimensions are in metres, unless stated otherwise.


3. All coordinates are based on the topographical survey stations


information.


4. This drawing to be read in conjunction with other contract drawings.


5. This drawing to be read & printed in colour.


CONSTRUCTION


1. Works shall comply with the current Department of Transport


Specification for Highway Works.


2. All street furniture to be set back from face of kerb 450mm minimum.


3. All road markings refer to the "Traffic Signs Regulations and General


Directions 2016".


4. All tactile paving to be installed in accordance with the "Guidance on the


use of Tactile Paving Surfaces".


5. Contractor is to allow for the removal of all existing road markings


affected by the works.


6. Contractor is to ensure that all sign faces, whether re-used or new, are


correctly handed for their intended position.


7. All inspection covers / service valve covers to be raised / lowered to suit


proposed levels.


CDM (RISKS & HAZARDS)


1. Prior to commencement of construction the contractor is to liaise with all


relevant statutory undertakers and protect / divert  apparatus and to


protect the workforce during the works. Any damage caused to the


apparatus to be the responsibility of the contractor.


2. Contractor to undertake their own statutory plant checks on site prior to


the commencement of excavation exercise.


3. The contractor is to make sure that any excavation should be


adequately covered at night to protect both public and wildlife from


becoming trapped.


DISCLAIMERS


1. Drawing based upon topographical survey completed in December


2015.


2. All Manholes and highway drains shall be conducted and laid in


accordance with current edition of sewers for adoption.


3. New Road Gully as shown in Road Gully Detail, DWG No.13/20, Gully


Frame and Grating shall be Type 3 as shown in drawing No.13/16 and in


accordance with the specification. (Standard details produced by


Sheffield City Council)
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From: Johnson Helen (DEL) [mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk] 
Sent: 01 June 2016 16:14
To: nathan.summers
Cc: Baxter Howard
Subject: RE: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Nathan,
 
Further to our conversation earlier I would advise that I have been asked to
request further consideration of the proposed cycle track provision in line with the
comments made by Dick Skelton at our meeting of 25th May.
 
From the discussion that has been held today I am advised that it is considered
appropriate for the footway / cycle track along the Ikea frontage to be a
segregated facility which should have a width of 4.5m. The length of footway from
Vulcan Road to the Ikea site boundary would have to be converted to a shared
facility as would the length from the Ikea site (Lock House Road junction) to Arena
Square. I can confirm that it is appreciated that compromises will have to be made
due to the constraints of the highway.
 
Finally I would like to apologise for the late notice of these requirements and any
problems this will cause.
 
Some of the other items mentioned in your email require information from other
colleagues which I will forward to you by the end of this week at the latest.
 
Regards
 
Helen
 
From: nathan.summers [mailto:nathan.summers@wyg.com] 
Sent: 27 May 2016 16:21
To: Johnson Helen (DEL)
Cc: terance.mclaughlin; kevin.mcdonald; Turner Stephen (DEL)
Subject: IKEA Sheffield - Request for information
 
Hi Helen,
 
Following our meeting on Wednesday, we have now produced an indicative layout for the
cycleway proposals on the Northern side of Sheffield Road.
As discussed, we have always been under the impression the cycle facilities would be provided
on this side to tie in with the existing cycle network - At this late stage of the project it is
difficult for us to try and address all of Dick’s concerns, especially with the constraints of the
highway boundary.
 
Following confirmation from the architect, there is no scope to widen the 3.0m footway
provided in front of store. We also feel a cycle route here will clash with traffic using the left
in/out in and with customers at the store entrance.
I can also confirm we will be providing Toucan crossing facilities at the Lock House Road

mailto:Helen.Johnson@sheffield.gov.uk
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junction.
 
I’m happy for you to issue to Dick Skelton directly and for him to contact myself or Terry should
he like to discuss further.
 
Furthermore, following the meeting, I was hoping you could provide us with the following
information;

·         Details of SCC monotorium dates and restrictions for TM, so they can be included in
tender/specification.

·         A contact for Sheffield Arena events coordination – preferred contractor should liaise
directly as proposed events increase as we approach Christmas period.

·         Confirmation from SCC on phase 2 cycle improvements from Next up to Mercedes.
·         Weedon Street - where the closed road is being landscaped, what are SCC

requirements? Breakout the old road or simply puncture it? Seeded or turfed?
·         Confirmation to WYG and HE over the tiger tail requirements at the motorway junction

- I believe all parties agreed it was not required at opening, but there were conditions
relating to the timescales and costs required in the S106.

·         Confirmation on the exact bond figure
 
I trust the above if self explanatory, but please let me know if you would like to discuss further.
 
Regards,
 
Nathan Summers 
Associate

WYG
100 St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH
Tel:  +44 207 250 7500
Fax:  +44 207 250 7501
Mob:  +44 7776 166 409
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WYG Transport

Technical Note 
 

 

PROJECT:  IKEA, Sheffield 

 

DATE: 13 January 2014 

 

SUBJECT: Response to Cycling Comments 

 

Introduction 

• This Technical Note has been prepared by WYG in response to the note received from Sheffield City 

Council (SCC) in regard to the provision of on and off-road cycling facilities in the area around the 

application site. 

 

• The comments are reproduced below for ease of reference with the WYG response note below. 

 

Cycle path link from Tinsley to NCN 67 across IKEA site frontage 

• Some existing controlled pedestrian crossings to be converted to Toucan crossings, appropriate signing 

and lining and the relocation of some street furniture. 

 

It is agreed that converting some appropriate existing crossing points to Toucan crossings could be 

beneficial for cyclists; however, specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is 

appropriate that IKEA provides funding towards these measures.  

 

• Along the site frontage the shared facility should become shared segregated allowing a clear minimum 

width of 4m in accordance with guidance. 

 

It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 

could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 

adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 

then this will be incorporated. Further discussion with SCC may therefore be required. 

 

• Some works will also be required within the J34S roundabout (the subways and their approaches are 

3m wide). 

 

Widening or otherwise altering the subways within the J34(S) roundabout would be prohibitively 

expensive and not of an appropriate scale of mitigation for the level of benefit that could be achieved. 

 

• Drop kerbs to allow access to the shared facility will be required at some locations. 
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It is agreed that this would benefit cyclists the on and off-road sections of the cycleway; however, 

specific locations need to be identified in order to determine if it is appropriate that IKEA provides 

funding towards these measures. 

•  A few redundant/ little used accesses will require ‘kerbing through’ with a drop kerb arrangement and 

give-way markings to the rear. 

 

Whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists, it is not considered appropriate for the applicant 

to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control. 

  

• The possible relocation of a bus shelter. 

 

It appears that this refers to the bus shelters on Sheffield Road bridging over the rail tracks. At a high 

level, an alternative location does not immediately present itself, and given the footway width, the 

better option, as regards cyclists, is to remove the shelters altogether. 

 

Sheffield City Council is in the best position to negotiate alterations to these shelters with the bus 

providers.  

 

• ‘Kerbing through’ the TGI egress with give-way to the rear of the footway. 

 

The proximity of the bridge parapet to the TGI Friday’s egress would appear to hamper right-hand 

visibility for drivers exiting the car park, should the vehicle give-way line be relocated in line with the 

back of footway. This proposed modification is not recommended furthermore it is not considered 

appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does not control.. 

 

• At the TGI access where the footway crosses the access road, provide a flat topped hump to footway 

level with give-way markings on the approach (this may require the relocation of a gulley). 

 

• Some footway works required at the access/ egress to the Murco PFS.  The egress is a little 

complicated as it is also an access/ egress for a local business.  This area will need some more 

consideration. 

 

For both points immediately above, whilst this measure could provide a benefit to cyclists; it is not 

considered appropriate for the applicant to deliver the reconfiguration of accesses to properties it does 

not control. 

 

• The cycle facility should be taken behind the bus stop and shelter on the island at the Meadowhall 

Retail Park access/ egress. 
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This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 

widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 

 

• A short length of footway widening will be required on the opposite side of the road at Arena Square, 

to link in to the FWW. 

 

This is a reasonable suggestion that would benefit cyclists. IKEA will agree to fund a short section of 

widened path assuming the land is controlled by Sheffield City Council. 

 

Link to proposed cycle facility at canal tow path 

• A Dutch Ramp arrangement on the existing pedestrian bridge over the tram and rail lines at the 

Meadow Hall Retail Park tramstop.   

 

Given the potential cost this is not considered to form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to 

the IKEA application. 

 

• Utilising the existing private bridge in the north-eastern corner of the IKEA site and then connecting to 

the canal tow path. 

 

There are numerous issues with this suggestion including landownership, maintenance liability and 

potential structural integrity of the bridge, the way in which a cycle path on the bridge would connect 

with the canal towpath and the overall cost of achieving this versus its usage. It is not considered to 

form an appropriate mitigation measure in relation to the IKEA application. 

 

Five Weirs Walk at Weedon Street 

• Access to/ from the FWW, where it crosses Weedon Street, should be investigated bearing in mind the 

BRT proposals.  It should be possible to provide an on-carriageway facility to/ from IKEA with cycle 

lanes etc as appropriate. 

 

As there is no direct route between Weedon Street and IKEA, development traffic does not have a 

material impact on Weedon Street. Therefore this is not considered to form an appropriate element of 

the IKEA mitigation package. 

 

IKEA Site (based on Drawing No PL003 Rev. B) 

• As outlined in above, along the site frontage a shared segregated cycle facility should be provided 

allowing a clear minimum width of 4m in accordance with guidance – clearance will also be required 

between the carriageway of Sheffield Road and the adjacent cycle path. 

 

It is considered that the proposed landscaping area bordering Sheffield Road (and Lock house Road) 

could be altered to provide a 4m shared path along the site frontage. If this can be achieved without 
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adverse comments from SCC landscape officers, or impacting on any structural element of the building 

then this will be incorporated. Further discussion is required. 

 

• The car park access to the east of the site.  The pedestrian (zebra) crossing points at the access/ 

egress to Sheffield Road should be raised to footway level with give-way markings on the approaches, 

giving pedestrians and cyclists clear right of way.  The pedestrian crossings within the car parking area 

would also benefit from a similar treatment and help reduce speeds and increase pedestrian and driver 

safety and convenience. 

 

Whilst this is a detail design issue, this can be accommodated notwithstanding any design issues that 

may be identified at detailed design stage. 

 

• The interaction of the bus stop and shelter with the cycle path will need some consideration. 

 

The footway width is approximately 5.5m in this location, this should be sufficient to allow a cycle lane 

to pass the bus stop and shelter. 

 

• The lift and stair core from Sheffield Road.  It is not clear if there is any access from here to the car 

park and should it exist, whether this is suitable for (dismounted) cyclists to use.  If there is no access 

to the undercroft car park here, then it appears that in order for staff and customers to access the cycle 

parking they will have to cycle a tortuous route through the car park (with many turning and reversing 

manoeuvres taking place).  This is not good, safe, practice and will discourage cycle use.  Cycle access 

to the car parking should be provided and signed from Sheffield Road.  If this is not possible the shared 

segregated cycle facility should be continued along Lock House Road and into the car park.  The wide 

pedestrian area can then be shared to access the cycle parking areas. 

 

Access to the cycle parking stands within the car park from Sheffield Road is possible via the pedestrian 

/ cycle ramp to the west of the entrance area and steps on Sheffield Road. 

 

• Home Delivery Yard access.  A lorry waiting to access this area will block the footway.  The gates 

should be set back to ensure that this does not occur.  The radius entrance should be replaced with a 

drop kerb arrangement and give-way markings to the rear of the footway crossing, giving pedestrians 

(and cyclists clear right of way.   

 

The entrance to the Home delivery yard will be open at all times that the yard is operational and 

therefore lorries will not need to wait to access the yard. This point is therefore not valid as blocking of 

the footway will not occur. 

 

• Access to the car parking area behind Aldi on Lock House Road.  This again should be given pedestrian/ 

cycle priority in a similar manner to the above. 
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This area of land is outwith the ownership of IKEA or local highway authority and therefore not within 

the ability of the development scheme to deliver 

 

• Signalised junction of Lock House Road/ Sheffield Road / Weedon Street. All the controlled pedestrian 

crossings should be converted to toucans with drop kerbs at appropriate locations to facilitate (1) 

above, to allow cycle access to the store from all directions together with other manoeuvres made 

worse for cyclists as a result of the new junction arrangements.  This will also require short lengths of 

shared pedestrian/ cycle facilities along various footways around the junction. 

 

IKEA would consider the implementation of Toucan crossings along the east-west corridor of Sheffield 

Road as part of the construction of the IKEA site access. This provides the most appropriate cycle 

facilities to link with Sheffield City Council’s suggested cycle corridor and integrates with the combined 

cycle/footway across the IKEA site frontage.  

 

• The ‘slip’ road between Sheffield Road and Carbrook Hall Road (the left turn outbound before Weedon 

Street) seems to serve little purpose in the new junction layout.  Perhaps this should be closed up to 

the car park egress point?  This would remove the need for a (further) controlled pedestrian crossing 

and make the area a little more pedestrian/ cycle friendly.  

 

The removal of this link is not considered an appropriate measure as the alteration does not produce a 

significant enough benefit to outweigh the cost involved. 

 

• The controlled crossings and linking footways at Lock House Road and Weedon Street. Vis:  get off the 

bus at the inbound bus lay-by, walk round the corner to press a button.  Walk back on yourself and 

along the footway turn right to press a button, turn left and walk back on yourself again, press a 

button, walk back on yourself again.  Ditto across Weedon Street.  Pedestrians will simply island hop in 

a straight line – it happens now.  The pedestrian islands all seem wide enough to allow direct crossings 

without the need for the staggers. It also seems possible to allow pedestrians to cross more on their 

desire lines and not have crossings at right angles to the kerb.  Allowing pedestrians to not cross at 

right angles appears to be acceptable in the middle of the junction.  Pedestrians don’t necessarily need 

to cross the carriageway over the shortest distance – most will take the shortest route instead. 

 

The staggered crossings are required to maximise the efficiency of the junction, i.e. pedestrians can 

cross in some areas while traffic is moving in others. Pedestrian guard rails can be installed to prevent 

‘island-hopping’. 

 

 

DISTRIBUTION: Ian Wheeldon (SCC), Paul Jacobs (IKEA) 
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K E Y :

CYCLE EXTENSION SOUTHERN FOOTWAY OPTION

HIGHWAY BOUNDARY - SHEFFIELD CITY COUNCIL

OWNERSHIP

PROPOSED NEW KERB LINE

NOTE: HIGHWAY BOUNDARY SHOWN

INDICATIVELY, SHEFFIELD CITY COUNCIL TO

CONFIRM LOCATION OF HIGHWAY BOUNDARY.

PROPOSED HIGHWAY BOUNDARY

N O T E S :

GENERAL

1. Do not scale from this drawing.

2. All dimensions are in metres, unless stated otherwise.

3. All coordinates are based on the topographical survey stations

information.

4. This drawing to be read in conjunction with other contract drawings.

5. This drawing to be read & printed in colour.

CONSTRUCTION

1. Works shall comply with the current Department of Transport

Specification for Highway Works.

2. All street furniture to be set back from face of kerb 450mm minimum.

3. All road markings refer to the "Traffic Signs Regulations and General

Directions 2016".

4. All tactile paving to be installed in accordance with the "Guidance on the

use of Tactile Paving Surfaces".

5. Contractor is to allow for the removal of all existing road markings

affected by the works.

6. Contractor is to ensure that all sign faces, whether re-used or new, are

correctly handed for their intended position.

7. All inspection covers / service valve covers to be raised / lowered to suit

proposed levels.

CDM (RISKS & HAZARDS)

1. Prior to commencement of construction the contractor is to liaise with all

relevant statutory undertakers and protect / divert  apparatus and to

protect the workforce during the works. Any damage caused to the

apparatus to be the responsibility of the contractor.

2. Contractor to undertake their own statutory plant checks on site prior to

the commencement of excavation exercise.

3. The contractor is to make sure that any excavation should be

adequately covered at night to protect both public and wildlife from

becoming trapped.

DISCLAIMERS

1. Drawing based upon topographical survey completed in December

2015.

2. All Manholes and highway drains shall be conducted and laid in

accordance with current edition of sewers for adoption.

3. New Road Gully as shown in Road Gully Detail, DWG No.13/20, Gully

Frame and Grating shall be Type 3 as shown in drawing No.13/16 and in

accordance with the specification. (Standard details produced by

Sheffield City Council)
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OPTION
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